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1. Background

In the extensive computer assisted language learning (CALL) literature on L2 intonation, much attention has been
paid to the teaching and learning of stress and pitch accents, terminal contours and rhythm, from both phonological
[1] and phonetic [2] perspectives. The present study takes a complementary approach and focuses on computer
assisted language assessment (CALA), proposing partial prosody support for testing, in teaching or self-study, through
supervised machine learning (ML) of di�erences in L1 and L2 utterance duration and fundamental frequency (F0)
slope (`declination', `inclination' etc.), with a `no di�erence' null hypothesis, rather than an approach based on the
declination:duration ratio [3, 4], on pitch accents [5], or on global height and range parameters [6].

A CALA pipeline was constructed, from F0 estimation and modelling through descriptive statistics to ML clas-
si�cation of L2 and L1 productions, with the medium-term aim of providing assistance for grading L2 speakers with
probabilistic information [7] on L1-likeness, using (among other techniques) Support Vector Machine (SVM) classi�-
cation. In [8] a similar SVM method was applied to classifying personalities using F0 contours.

2. Data and Method

The L1 British English data are sourced from the IVIE corpus [9], and consist of 64 readings of 5 disjunctive questions
(`or-questions', chosen here for their complex 2-level intonation structure) by 13 female native speakers. The L2 data
consist of 120 recordings of the same sentences by 24 female advanced Chinese EFL students with 12 years of school
and university English, who are native speakers of Mandarin and Shaanxi dialect. The speakers are of the same sex
so that the same F0 estimation parameters could be used for all participants.

The questions are: Q1, Are you growing limes or lemons? ; Q2, Is his name Miller or Mailer? ; Q3, Did you say

mellow or yellow? ; Q4, Do you live in Ealing or Reading? ; Q5, Did he say lino or lilo? The sentences were recorded
independently by the L2 students on equipment of their choice, mainly Praat [10] on laptops, a familiar testing scenario
for them. Sampling rates varied, so recordings were resampled to 16 kHz. Initial and �nal silences were cropped to
about 100ms and recordings were normalised to unit amplitude. Q4, which is voiced throughout, is used for illustration
in this contribution. Several conspicuous L1-L2 di�erences are already apparent in Figure 1 (e.g. amplitude pattern,
in addition to longer duration and �atter or uptrend global slope for L2).
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Figure 1: Q4, L1 (top), L2 (bottom), di�erent readers: AM envelope, FM envelope, FM regression, residuals.

The methodological foundation is speech modulation theory [11], in which a carrier frequency is modulated by
information signals, and which provides an integrated framework for all areas of phonetics. Modulation theory is as old
as radio, and the terminology is the same as the labels on radio sets, but with a prosodic phonetic interpretation: FM
(for frequency modulation of fundamental frequency, F0, in the larynx; a tone, pitch accent and intonation correlate)
and AM (for amplitude modulation of speech sound and rhythm formants, by naso-oral �lter; a sonority correlate):

Speech = AAMAcos(2π(f +AFM )t+ ϕ)

For example, rhythms use LF (low frequency) AM information signals, and intonation, tone and pitch accent use LF
FM information signals, both with modulation frequencies which are in general below about 5Hz. The focus in this
study is on the FM information signal (f=frequency, t=time, AFM=FM amplitude, AAM=AM amplitude, ϕ=phase);
phase is not treated further. The demodulation and modelling pipeline has the following steps:



1. AM demodulation: Amplitude envelope, extracted and smoothed, for visual time-frequency alignment.
2. Preliminary noise reduction: centre and peak clipping (10%).
3. Tuning: 3rd order Butterworth bandpass �lter 120...380Hz.
4. FM demodulation: custom time-domain F0 estimation with contour smoothing.
5. Model: linear regression line with interpolation of voicing gaps.
6. Feature extraction: residuals, and duration, slope, intercept values.

Table 1: Averaged results for L1 and L2 F0 contours.
Var: Dur(s) Slope Intercept SDF0 SDabsres

L1 mn: 1.807 -0.074 232.538 32.801 18.817
L2 mn: 2.629 -0.028 237.272 29.559 18.528
L1 SD: 0.348 0.051 26.040 9.988 4.623
L2 SD: 0.542 0.025 23.616 7.687 4.260

t-test: p < .01 p < .01 p < .01 p < .05 p > .05

dur:x (corr): - 0.507 -0.446 -0.484 -0.302

Selected global properties (du-
ration, slope, intercept, SD of F0,
SD of absolute values of resid-
uals) were analysed for the L1
and L2 groups. Shapiro-Wilk
tests showed near-normal distri-
butions and T-tests were applied
(Table 1). Duration, slope, inter-
cept and SD F0 variables showed signi�cant L1-L2 di�erences and thus refutation of the null hypothesis. The SD of
absolute residuals did not. Slope correlated moderately with duration, con�rming previous peakline studies [4]. Slope
results also showed a tendency for steeper slopes in L1 than in L2 (see also Figure 1), a sociophonetic register factor.
These di�erences found by basic statistical analysis suggest that a more general ML classi�cation scheme could be
used in order to discover whether the di�erences can be seen as a potential model for computer-assisted intonation
grading, using a generalised target set rather than one individual, for example a teacher, as reference.
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Figure 2: Q4 SVM graphs: linear (left), non-linear (right)

SVM classi�ers were therefore trained for 2 classes
and 2 features, with z-score standardised duration and
slope as the features (Figure 2). The scatter plot already
shows L1-L2 di�erences in duration and slope: skewed,
variable downtrend slope, shorter duration for L1, but
�at or uptrend slope, skewed, variable longer duration
for L2. Duration contributes 63%, slope 36% (by coef-
�cient weight) in Q4. SVM hyperplane accuracy is well
above chance (full dataset: 90.22%), again refuting the
`no di�erence' null hypothesis: Q1: 94.44%, Q2: 81.08%,
Q3: 83.78%, Q4: 97.30%, Q5: 91.89%. Both slope and
duration thus di�er between L1 and L2 in this dataset.

3. Discussion and conclusions

Duration and global F0 slope in L1 and L2 readings of disjunctive `or-questions' are distinguished with good accuracy
in this small database, statistically and by SVM. Reasons for the di�erence, such as 20-year L1-L2 time lapse, L1
interference, L2 uncertainty, need further research. Practical applications will require larger and more varied datasets
and more features [6], and large language models will become more relevant. However, distances of data vectors from
the SVM hyperplane suggest one prospective component for a CALA assistant, showing tentative degrees of intonation
pro�ciency as `likelihood of prosodic native-likeness', with a generalised target set rather than a target individual.
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